Delivery Update - Covid 19.
Impact of Local Restrictions
Partial, night, and complete lockdowns in certain parts of India.

As local governments across cities and states are taking action to stem the rapid rise in cases of Covid-19, certain restrictions are being put in place that impact delivery and warehouse operations also in certain Pin-codes.

Most of these impacts are small this time and we are working to ensure a smooth and delightful delivery experience for our customers, nevertheless there might be some delay in delivering orders in certain pin codes.

- For example, Mumbai & Pune along with most of Maharashtra might see some slight delays in delivery timelines.

But most orders will be delivered in the stipulated time frame as we are working to further strengthen our backend logistics.

Please be patient and reach out to us on orderstatus1@lenovo.com or call us at 1800-572-6465 for the latest on your order information